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HTR Legacy 

Happy New Year 2013 

HTR 20th Year in Business 
 

In 1993, the odds that our fledgling handicapping software business would last for 20 years or more 

would have been 99/1. The failure rate for a new business is always high, but for handicapping services 

the challenge is extraordinary. The early 1990’s were a time of major transition as personal computers 

and laptops were beginning to proliferate (keep in mind, the Internet as we know it would not appear for 

another 5 years) and handicappers were turning away from traditional sources of information including 

mail order systems, tout sheets, phone services and the like.   
 

The serious players knew that the computer was going to change the odds for them. The market for 

computer assisted handicapping and data services exploded in the 1990s. Of the hundreds of services that 

attempted to take advantage of the market, only a handful still exist today. Those businesses that survived 

have one or more of the following attributes: 
 

 Compelling marketing and sales 

 Innovative products and updates  

 Helpful and responsive customer service 

 Independent research tools 

 Winners 
 

For the conglomerate handicapping businesses, the first item on the list is their overwhelming priority.   

HTR on the other hand, gets a big fat zero in the marketing arena.  We don't market or sell the product for 

the simple reason that it would dilute our advantage. Almost all new HTR customers are referrals or join 

us based on 'word of mouth' such as reading about it on a bulletin board or hearing from friends, other 

members, or at a tournament or sports book.   
 

My disinterest in the marketing and selling may be a key reason for customer loyalty. There was never an 

expectation in my mind that HTR would sell to thousands and make millions.  Instead, our small group 

wanted to 'keep it tight' and not relate the profitable advantages that we discovered.    
 

One of the reasons for HTR's longevity is simple, it’s “honesty”. It doesn't take much effort to be straight 

up with the customer and not lie to them. It never even crossed my mind to hype or embellish our results 

or try to make a quick buck based on deception. Prior to the Internet, the handicapping business was 

crowded with people who worked very hard at finding ways to defraud customers. Had those individuals 

put in the same effort at trying to beat the game, as they put into trying to con a few bucks off of people, 

they may have been successful.  
 

It has now been 20 years since we sold our first software program, and amazingly some of you are still 

with us after two decades. My sincere thanks to everyone for your loyalty and friendship. Here's to 

another new year together, we'll take them one at a time and not even try to imagine what the sport or the 

handicapping business will be like in another twenty years. We'll adapt and deal with it as it comes. I'm 

researching almost every day for an edge and new angles to add to HTR as well as finding ways to 

improve your ROI. We know it can be a bumpy ride at times, but there will be moments of incredible 

exhilaration when it all comes together. And that is why we play the horses, for the satisfaction of 

comprehending a seemingly unpredictable outcome and profiting from it. Let's have a big year in 2013 

together - thank you for sticking around. 
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HTR 2012 

The Best of HTR  2012   
 

We have a full year 2012 in the books now so let's take a look back and find the gems. We'll also review 

what happened to the Ken-tenders on page-4. First here is the annual "Best of HTR" for 2012. All of the 

winners below were accounted for with the default PL-5 paceline method.  
 

K110+ Plays of the Year 
The typical winner with a K-rating of 110 or higher is a heavy favorite with an average win payoff  

around $4.00. Yet two of the K110+ plays in 2012 paid over $20 and one of them also wins the "Overlay 

of the Year" award.    
 

SA-2nd, Nov 1, #5 Lady of Fifty $26.40 

Seems incredible that a K=1, K110+ at SA in a five horse Stakes field ridden by Joel Rosario would pay 

over 12/1 odds. The reason was extra heavy betting on two hot favorites.  
 

Overlay of Year 

PID-4th, May 24,  #1 All Snuffed Up  $39.60. Horse was 5/1 MLO in a short field, but the KLine = 3.3.  

Yet the bettors let this K110 (ranked K=2) go at almost 19/1 and paid $39.60.      

 

K=1 Plays of the Year 
There were more than a dozen top ranked (K=1) horses that scored and paid over $25 in 2012.  

Considering that K=1 horses won over 31% of the races and paid an average of just under $5, catching a 

big fish from K=1 was more frequent than normal in 2012.    
 

There were two K=1 winners that paid over $40, PID-7, Jun 29 and HST-3, Sep 9. But the most 

memorable and a race that many HTR members caught occurred at MTH on Sunday June 24th in the 

final race (12th). In that race, there were two K=104, the one that ranked slightly higher (K=1), #1 Black 

Ana Splash, won the race and paid $34 and the second rank (K=2), #7 Simeona finished 2nd. The $2 

exacta returned $155.  

 

$$ / Longshot Play of the Year 
There were 71 "$$" winners in 2012 that paid over $60 to Win. The highest of these paid off at DEL-5, 

Oct 11, #2 Augustina de Aragon, $172. There was another 80/1 "$$" winner at the same month at ZIA-

7th, Oct 28, #4 Midnight', $163.    
 

Longshot Play of the Year 

A stick-out for 'HTR Longshot of the Year' came in August at Arlington.  

The race was AP-9th, Aug 3, #6 Exotic Wildcat, $31. The winner had it all in terms of HTR factors. 
     

   Wk 92,  Razor Sharp,  Fit & Ready,  $$,  'Bomb',  OD,  Fr1=1,  HTR,  k2,  FC,  YES = 4  
 

In that race, the K=1 and K=2 horses, who also had numerous positive factors showing, finished 2nd and 

3rd and the $1 trifecta paid $557. All in all, it was a dinger!    

 

Ken-tenders  
A review of the concept and full year results of the Ken-tenders spot play is found on the next page.  The 

three highest paying winners below were the highlights of the year for Ken-tenders. There were 17 Ken-

tender plays that paid $25 or more in 2012.  
  

Jan.15,  SA-6,  #8 Swiss Tart, $43 
 

Oct 25,  RP-7,  #6 Sera's Tunnel, $38 
 

May 4,  CD-6,  #5 Juanita, $35 
 

That last one at Churchill was probably the Ken-tender longshot hit by the most HTR members as it was 

part of the Friday Kentucky Oaks card and a Gr2 Stakes. 
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HTR 2012 

Ken-tenders Review  2012 
 

Ken-tenders is an experiment in ROI depreciation. The concept was to release a solid spot play to all of 

our users that had shown a positive ROI in 2011. We would then follow it for a year and find out what 

happens to its profitability. My expectations were that the play count and win rate would remain about the 

same in 2012, but that we would see a 10% drop in the ROI. The 10% decline is typical of what happens 

to almost any spot play going forward.    
 

The first line on the chart below is extracted from the Jan/Feb 2012 newsletter and shows the results using 

Ken-tenders for calendar year 2011. Below that are the results for 2012. 

 
Ken-tenders   All Races 

Year     Plays   Win  ITM     WROI  PROI SROI    AvgWin  HIgh   I.V. 

 

2011      6828   22%  57%     1.01  0.94 0.94     $9.00   $52   1.77    

 

2012      6821   21%  56%     0.88  0.86 0.90     $8.50   $43   1.60 

 

Analysis 

The number of plays during 2012 was nearly a match to 2011.  
 

The win rate dropped slightly in 2012 as compared to 2011 and so did the Impact Value. If the win% 

drops, then it puts pressure on the spot play to hit more longshots to hold the ROI.  But that didn't happen 

in 2012 and the highest priced winner for the year paid only $43. The lack of longshots dropped the 

average win price to $8.50 from $9.00 and hurt the profit potential. 
 

The overall ROI picture was very disappointing. If the spot play is having an unlucky year (i.e. losing 

close photos), we would expect to see an up tick in the Place and Show returns.  But that didn't happen as 

the Place and Show ROI were also in decline. The Win ROI dropped about 13%, which is much more 

than I expected and generally more than a typical spot play will depreciate going forward. The average 

spot play (not publicly known) will see a 10% loss in ROI if the win rate remains steady. 
 

During 2011, Ken-tenders had at least 6 winning months (ROI > 1.00) but in 2012 there was just one 

month (April) that showed a positive ROI.    

 

Conclusion  

I think we have two dynamics at work here that spoiled the party for Ken-tenders. 
 

1. Public knowledge of the play and insertion into Robot2 and HTR software. The awareness of 

Ken-tenders was raised to a higher level than virtually any other spot play. All HTR members 

could see them daily and that obviously attracted extra betting.  Ken-tenders is a great case study 

in what can happen when the “word gets out”.  
 

2. Lack of overlay and longshot winners. Ken-tenders were not hitting a lot of fat prices in 2012 as 

compared to 2011. We'll keep Ken-tenders intact through 2013 and beyond and see if they make a 

comeback at some point. A cluster of good prices could raise the ROI back up past 0.90, but I'm 

not sure we'll see it cross the profit level (ROI 1.00+) again. 
 

The lesson learned with Ken-tenders is that if you find a profitable spot play -- keep it to yourself!   
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Handicapping with HTR 

Improving Your Longshot IQ  /  Bombs and Caps 
 

We continue and conclude the discussion on Improving Your Longshot IQ by talking about the "bomb" or 

the "cap" for tournament players. This is especially important information as we approach the 

Championship finals NHC and HPWS in the coming weeks.    
 

We'll define the "bomb" as any horse with odds 14/1 or higher for this article. That means a minimum 

payoff of $30 to Win for research purposes. You can test the same in Robot2 by setting the Tote odds 

14.0 - 99.9 on the bottom right of the Angles and System module. 
 

Bombs are the key to explosive payoffs in the exotic wagers. A horse at 14/1 or more will almost always 

expand the mutuels beyond average, even if it is nothing more than a 3rd place finish in the trifecta or 

superfecta. Our ability to spot a 'live' bomb is what creates windfall opportunities. If you catch a winner at 

$30 or more in the pick 3/4//5/6, the payoff will usually skyrocket.  
 

Most tournaments 'cap' the Win at $42 for maximum points. Yet virtually all major contest prizes go to 

the players who select one or more "bombs" or several payoffs over $30. There is really no way around it 

- you either hit a few big prices or you go home empty handed.  
 

Let's look at these big priced winners from several interesting angles. The goal of this article is to train 

your mind to spot the best opportunities when you notice odds at 14/1 or more. We start with a chart that 

grades the Impact and Return rather than showing you raw statistics. This list is a great visual exercise in 

'bomb attentiveness' without the annoyance of statistical nuance. 
 

The IMPACT column grades the power of the factor in terms of the volume of "live" horses as a 

percentage of total plays for the year (Plays column). I used W-P-S statistics and Impact Value to 

determine the IMPACT grade. The RETURN is similar to ROI except that I looked at the ROI for Place 

and Show and the average tote odds as well. This helped to me grade the factor based on the number of 

high priced runners finishing up close -- even if they didn't win. The total pool of longshot winners is 

small and volatile within the year and it’s prudent to look at overall ITM (Finished 1-2-3) results rather 

than Win only, in this odds range. I tested all races with Purse $10,000+ and used the default PL-5. The 

"Avg. Odds" column displays the typical off-odds of horses in each category when tested in the range 

14.0 - 99.9 only. Items with 100 or more plays and an "A" grade for the IMPACT are shown on this first 

chart.    
 

All Races 2012  Purse $10,000+   Tote Odds 14.0 - 99.9 

Item/Factor       Plays         IMPACT       RETURN     Avg. Odds 
 

K=1                129             A+           B         15/1 
 

HTR=1             1030             A+           A+        20/1 

 

K=2                568             A+           C+        18/1     
 

k2=1              2149             A+           B         16/1 
 

Buzz= 3+           684             A            C+        17/1  
 

YES= 5+            386             A            B+        19/1 
 

Fit & Ready       1087             A            C+        20/1 
 

Loves to Win       885             A            B         22/1 
 

Dbl Razor          298             A            B         21/1         
 

Lone Razor        1041             A            C+        22/1 
 

Tour pick         5789             A            C-        18/1       
 

{Hot Trn}          102             A            A+        34/1 

 

Analysis follows on the next page 
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Handicapping with HTR 

Improving Your Longshot IQ  /  Bombs and Caps 
 

Analysis of the "A" List 
 

 K=1 at 14/1 or more is a 'diamond in the rough'; very rare, just 129 plays in a year out from over 

30,000 races in this sample. Look back at page-3 for more on K=1 price plays in 2012. It almost 

seems suspicious that a K=1 would drift so high in odds, but they are "live" horses more often 

than not. K=2 has a lot more plays, but not enough of them score to push the ROI into 

profitability.  
 

 HTR=1 is the king of the hill. Over 1000 plays during 2012 at odds 14/1+ with an average win 

price over $40. The ITM was strong, and the Win and Place ROI profitable. Enough said, they are 

a slam dunk for HTR players seeking bomb plays.  
 

 k2=1 is no surprise on the "A" list as it is based on factors not related to pace and speed and the 

public hates to bet on longshots that don't have good figures, and especially if they have no speed 

ratings at all (FTS). 
 

 Buzz=3+ and YES=5+ (Improve rating) are excellent sources for live longshot plays. One key 

element is the Razor Sharp workout which works so well in combination with almost any other 

factor.  
 

 Loves to Win was the surprise on the list. You won't find it listed in the Buzz nor is a part of the 

regular output to identify longshots on any screen. "Loves to Win" is System filter in Robot2 to 

isolate horses with lifetime win rate over 25%. You can't go wrong betting a longshot that has a 

nose for the wire. They tend to out run their odds. 
 

 Double-Razor and Lone-Razor are subsets of "Razor Sharp" that get their share of decent price 

plays.    
 

 Tour picks have the highest play count on this list with over 5000 horses at odds of 14/1 or more 

in a year. That huge volume hurts the ROI because Tour horses tend to show up multiple times in 

the same race. If there is more than one in the field, look for a combination with anything else on 

the "A" list above for greater confidence. Some of them may also be eliminated (see page-8). 
 

 {Hot Trainer}, the brackets indicate this is a switch to a hot trainer since the last start, usually a 

claim. As such, it is extremely rare to find one at odds over 14/1.   
 

That concludes the "A" list of longshot prognostication within HTR. It is interesting that there isn't 

anything on the list above that deals directly with Pace/Speed/Velocity. Only the (K) rating uses it as a 

primary part of its formula. The public is particularly aware of speed, performance and anything related to 

final time and those horses just don't drift up past 14/1 very often.   
 

To identify potential live bombs, what we are really searching for is a serious oversight or error in 

judgment by the betting public.  Most bettors do not want to risk their money unless the horse has obvious 

merit, especially good form, established class and competitive speed ratings. Horses in bad form and 

ignored by the public can improve dramatically if they have a combination of attributes identified in HTR 

that portend improvement. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

Improving Your Longshot IQ  /  Bombs and Caps 
 

The "B" List for Longshots 
Ideally we would like all of our longshot plays to show an attribute from the "A" List. Unfortunately most 

of the items on the "A" list have small sample size and you won't find that many live "A" bombs during a 

typical racing day. The "B" list was devised because it has much larger sample counts of at least 2500+ 

plays per year. As we talked about with the 'Tour' plays on the previous page, many of these factors are 

found on multiple horses in the same race.   
 

 On Demand (OD). The various On Demand ratings are based on the mix of Buzz and Negatives.   

The higher the point total, the better. Interesting that the OD horses at odd of 14/1 and up tend to 

finish 2nd and 3rd significantly more often than they win and the ITM% is much higher than 

most of the other ratings on these lists. 
 

 Yes = 2,3,4+. The "Yes" (Improve rating) runners show a strong impact in the high odds range.  

The Improve rating was devised specifically to locate price plays that have been ignored by the 

public due to poor form and bad speed ratings. The problem is that "Yes" horses tend to cluster in 

the same race and that kills the overall ROI. We just can't bet five horses in the same field, even if 

most are tempting price plays. Look for races that have just one or two "Yes" plays and keep your 

eye on the odds. 
 

 $$. Most of the comments on the "$$" are the same with the Improve rating above. Lots of "$$" 

plays tend to bunch in the same race. This happens because the "$$" combine two or more key 

factors. A classy stakes field full of well bred, fast working horses from top barns will all get the 

"$$" if the ML odds are 6/1 or more. One important asset to the "$$" is that it keys on early speed 

factors, particularly Fr1 = 1.    
 

 Razor Sharp. Razor sharp is the backbone to many of the other ratings on these lists as it is 

particularly effective when combined with early speed ratings (see next).   
 

 Early Speed Top Ranks:  Fr1=1, E/P=1, PAC=1. As I look over the data for the highest impact 

ratings longshots 14/1+, there are a dozen factors that involve early speed in the top 50, but none 

that are specifically late speed. In fact, as you'll see on the next page, late runners are highly 

unpredictable and generally improbable at high odds. The "Pace Scan" report in HTR-Tour is a 

valuable source of information when these early speed horses have a notable edge. 
 

 Changes since last start:  {Hot PED}, {Juice}, {bx}, Claim Last, Fresh. I combined all of these 

because the sample count was too small for them individually.   Any significant change is shown 

on Tour reports in the { }. Claimed horses do surprisingly well if the odds are high in the next 

outing and recall that {Hot Trn} is on the "A" list. "Fresh" is not really a change as it identifies a 

modest layoff or 'freshening'. Yet a short vacation is good for healing and restoring almost any 

thoroughbred and that can reverse a bad attitude or poor form.    

 

You may want to research the symbiosis between all the items on the "A" and "B" list in Robot2  and 

you'll discover patterns that work at some tracks and certain race conditions, but not others. Positive 

development and potential improvement is the cornerstone for longshot identification. It's difficult to 

recognize these sign posts by browsing past-performances alone and that affords you a nice edge over the 

general public.   
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 Handicapping with HTR 

Improving Your Longshot IQ  /  Bombs and Caps 
 

Key Negative Associations 
 

Now we'll look at the key negative factors in HTR that severely penalize the chances of horses in the odds 

range 14.0 - 99.9. Our goal is to find large swaths of losers that give us high confidence that the longshot 

will lose. Let's keep it simple and describe just three key categories that you can memorize and identify in 

seconds. If a  horse owns one or more of the items below and still wins at boxcars, you can at least shake 

your head knowing that it was probably an underlay unless at least 90/1 odds! 
 

YES = 0 (no HTR Improvement factors). The Improve "Yes" ratings are found on the [Price Scan] 

screen in HTR-Tour or on the second panel of KM Screen in HTR2 under the "Imprv" column.   

Longshots with no discernable reason for improvement since their last start are a gigantic sub group of 

losing longshots. More than 60% of horses with odds 14.0 or higher will not get flagged with any reason 

to expect improvement from HTR. They lose 98.0% of the time and finish ITM just 13%.     
 

Neg = 4+ (total Negatives 4 or more). The complete list of negatives is shown on the HTR-Tour main 

screen. The total negatives (N#) is also displayed on the [Price Scan] and [KM] screens. Longshots with 

four or more negatives will lose 98.4% and finish ITM under 10% of the time. That last statistic is 

particularly telling. It means that there is a 90% probability that these horses will not finish 1-2-3.     
 

Late Speed (RS = "S", "R"). Longshots that are lagging at the back half of the field early are in deep 

trouble and rarely win. They do show a tiny spark of life in the Show statistics however - sometimes 

getting up for 3rd and completing the trifecta - as most of you are no doubt aware! 
 

Combining any of the two items above insures a loser close to 99% of the time. If you want a genuine 

"Hail Mary" play, below are the statistics when all three of the eliminations are attributed to the same 

horse.  
 

Plays   14,226 

Win:    1.3%  (184 winners / 14,042 losers) 

ITM:    8.8% 

ROI:    0.41 (-59%) (average winner paid $63) 

I.V.    0.12 
 

I doubt anyone could contrive a spot play with a greater number of losses. If you have ever researched 

losers, you know it is almost impossible to push the win rate below 1% in a sample of at least 1000 races.  

Horse racing has its share of lucky flukes and there is nothing we can do to make it a complete shutout.  

In this case, over 14200 plays and only 184 of them won. The average win price of these winners was just 

$63 and that means virtually all of them were terrible betting value even though they overcame the 

impossible on paper. 

 

Final Thoughts 

The percentage of races won by horses paying $30 or more (14/1+) was just 6.7% in North America in 

2012. It is a formidable challenge as horse bettors to locate a live longshot at these odds with any degree 

of confidence. The "A" list offers what is probably the most viable opportunity with any handicapping 

tool. If combined with elements from the "B" list and not eliminated by the key negative factors above, 

the bomb play has a fighting chance.   
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HTR Software Updates 

Annual Revisions / HTR2 
 

See the back page for the installation instructions and the link to the four-program updates. 
 

Synchronized Version Dates 

All of the major HTR programs will have the same version date to avoid the frustration and confusion that 

some users have experienced with not knowing if they have the latest version. Webmaster John will 

display a list for you on the website that will show the latest program dates along with a link to update if 

necessary.   
 

Expiration 

I purposely expire all of our programs every few years so that all users will have the same output. The 

"Jan. 15, 2013" program versions have an internal expiration date set for Dec. 31, 2015. There will be 

further program updates during the year and the expiration date will be extended again in 2014. Some 

users have politely asked me to create versions of HTR that will never expire - just in case I expire before 

the program does! I will do that every year and send a copy to webmaster John for your peace of mind. 
 

Annual Par and Track Revision 

Some years the annual update can be quite a chore. I use the previous year’s data to adjust the pars, track 

class and purse levels. Since the year 2005 we have had several tracks change to Artificial surfaces and 

many others fatten up their purses with slot revenue, not to mention some key closures and a few new 

tracks have opened. Last year (2012) was an easy one for these revisions as nothing major occurred and I 

have programmed a self-adjusting process for the EPR (par) that is based on the race and horse PER 

ratings.  I'm not aware of any new tracks that will begin racing in 2013, but we may have a few more that 

will close down and some will have sizeable increases in their purses due to slot additions (LRL and PIM 

for example) while a few others many severely cut purses if they lose their slot revenue (WO and FE).    

 

HTR2   
 

 The KM Screen (3rd section) adds the XLine value betting line. This is the same as the "Buy" 

column in the XLINE menu option from HTR-Tour. Situating the XLine next to the KLine may 

help you recognize a value play if you are watching the tote. More on the XLine on the next page 

in the HTR-Tour update info. 
 

 HX4 Export has a significant expansion. Please read the HX4 PDF in the HTR Library for all the 

update information and new data fields. You will need to run a full export to update your database 

tables. 
 

Unfortunately we have lost Rick to cancer. He was a tremendous help to many of you with his long 

experience using Access and our export files. Each time we updated the HX4, Rick would provide a 

template for less experienced users to set up their queries. If you have questions or problems with the new 

export, please post a thread on our Access Discussion Forum and Donnie or one of our other members 

will help you out. 
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HTR Software Updates 

HTR-Tour / XLine 
 

On December 2012, we updated the HTR-Tour program and added a new menu option: [XLine]. The Jan. 

15, 2013 update fixes a few bugs and labeling errors. There is a PDF that describes the new XLine feature 

in detail available on our website at the link below. 
 

Click Here to download the Xline Intro 
 

XLine and the Betting Exchange 

The purpose of the XLine screen is to help you locate favorable odds on a betting exchange. If you are not 

familiar with the concept of the Exchange, think of it as a mini-stock market with buyers and sellers of 

horse odds. Players put up money and offer fixed odds on horses that other players can bet on. Normally 

these odds are better than the tote. Obviously those who are "sellers" are trying to tempt the "buyers" into 

playing a loser. The Exchange is populated with very sharp horse players and well-funded syndicates that 

are looking to take money from other gamblers that may not have done their homework. Most of the 

action on the exchange takes place among the race favorites.  
 

As of now, most of us do not have legal access to a betting exchange. But you can use the XLine "Buy" 

column to make good decisions for value plays on viable contenders. You'll see a difference between the 

XLine and the KLine. The XLine is not a 100% value line as is the (K) and is not assigned to many 

horses. The XLine acts as an adjuster to the KLine based on potential improvement factors from the Tour 

program. 

 

The XLine screen has four key columns --> 
 

XAdj is an adjustment score based on the Tour screen positive and negative balance. 
 

XProb computes the probability of winning based on models that utilize the XAdj in conjuction with the 

KLine. 
 

XBuy is the value line and the minimum odds you should demand before betting this horse on the 

Exchange or the Tote. It can also be utilized as a contender selector as it is only displayed for horses with 

a 10% or better chance of winning.   
 

XSell is the maximum price you should offer on the Exchange for this horse to net a long term profit. If 

buyers take this price or less, they are betting on a horse with a losing ROI. Selling on the exchange is a 

minefield, risky and only for experienced players, see my story below. 

 

Selling on the Exchange - Lessons Learned 

A few years ago, one of our subscribers offered me a deal I couldn't refuse.  He wanted to fund our action 

on a betting exchange as 'sellers' of bad favorites. There was no risk for me financially, but in return it 

was my job to select the horses. No problem, vulnerable favorites are my specialty. Players are on the 

exchange will generally jump on the chalk if it is offered at a premium over the tote. We started out with a 

bang. Of the first 20 favorites I posted for 'sale' (laying the favorite), 15 of them lost - which means we 

cashed 15 of 20. We were rolling, and it seemed this was an easy way to make money off chalk players.  

We decided to double our stakes and then we hit our own fiscal cliff as the chalk won 11 of the next 20, 

including a 7 race streak of winners that effectively busted us out. What a roller coaster ride. In the end, 

the favorites won 16 of the 40 races we posted. That's 40% winners and 60% losers. The math didn't work 

though because we offered generous premiums on all of the low odds favorites. The average tote odds 

were 1/1 on the horses we posted, but our average sale price was 7/5. We didn't lose a lot, but learned that 

the exchange is no place for cockiness as the other players are too savvy.  

http://homebased2.com/km/pdf/XLINE%20INTRO.pdf
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HTR Software Updates 

MaxVel 2013 
 

The MaxVel (Maximum Velocity) software has been updated for 2013. Make sure that you see the 

"Version Date:  Jan. 15, 2013" at the top of the opening screen when you initially load the program. All of 

the new features are in the Modeler. Small problems were fixed throughout the program based on user 

feedback during 2012 (thank you!).   
 

Early Energy% (EE%) Filter 

This is something new that we have never tried before in any of our research tools. If this range filter 

shows some value, we'll add it to Robot-2013 later in the year. Adjust the high/low of the EE% to filter 

horses (not races) in a specific Early Energy range. Energy % is an advanced concept in velocity 

handicapping and one that is difficult to comprehend at times, but at least we have a tool now that can 

make some assessment of it. You can use the EE% filter with the following test options: [Get Full Stats], 

[Run Modeler], [Show Model for this Race].This filter is not available with the 'Wizard' options.   

 

Max Races to Test or Model / Wizard 

Added (15), (25), (50) to the current (10), (20) and (30) races to test. The default is still 20 races. You 

may find the (50) useful with the new "All Burger" Wizard described below.   
 

Save2 on the Edit List  

An additional Save option was added if you want to save a second set of criteria for the Wizard. 
 

Wiz2 All Burger 

This new test option might prove to be both a time saver and an interesting research exercise. When you 

click the "All Burger" button, it does not use any other race filters except the track. So to begin, just 

highlight any race from the track you want to model. (Use the track/race list found directly above the 

Wizard options, not the track filter list to the right). 
 

The "All Burger" simply starts with the most recent races at that selected track and searches back until it 

stops on the race total you have specified (Max Races filter). No other filtering is allowed. All race 

conditions are part of the test.   
 

When the "All Burger" finishes (it is very fast), you'll view a Wizard2 report for the track in general. No 

horses or program information is listed because it is covering all recent races at the track. The top-10 

factors are listed in order of hit rate. The hope is that something is producing at a very high percentage in 

the top-3 or top-4. If so, that can be your general key factor for the day and you won't need to test all of 

the individual races on the card to find solid selection criteria. Top-4 80% would be my minimum, but 

maybe you can land it on 90% and then you'll have a target set of horses to focus on.  
 

Example 

I ran the last 20 races at SA through the "All Burger" on Jan. 10. Top-4 (K) was hot and had won 90% (18 

of 20) of the most recent races. The KMS had been hot for the last 50 races, but KMS is a tricky read 

because it has limited coverage and blanks many horses. You can use the Edit Factor List with the All 

Burger option, and select the Full Coverage Factors Only, which limits the Wizard to looking at factors 

common to all horses. 

 
. 
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Back Page / Announcements 
 
Tournament Championships 
As always, we have dozens of HTR subscribers participating and competing for the top 
prizes in the two large Vegas championship tournaments: NHC at Treasure Island 
begins Jan. 25 and HPWS at Orleans begins on Feb. 21. Some of you will bring home 
some major cash this year - best wishes to all of our players. I'll be competing at the 
Orleans in February and we'll have coverage on the HTR Discussion Boards for the 
activities and standings. 
 
Software Updates 
All major software programs will be available with the 2013 updates by the time you 
read this. Each program (HTR2, MaxVel, HTR-Tour, Robot2) has a version date listed 
as "Jan 15, 2013".   Subscribers should use the link below to update your version, or for 
a fresh install on a new computer. This link is the only installation that has the four 
programs together.   
 

Be sure to restart the computer first before running the installation. Don't click on any 
HTR programs after the re-boot. Click the link below and then select RUN or OPEN (not 
Save) to start the installer. If you get any Windows warnings, click "Ignore", "Continue", 
"OK", "Finish", etc., and let it complete the installation. 
 

Click Here to Download the Full Setup of HTR Software  

 

 

HTR   Handicapping Tech & Research 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 

Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 

HTR website (software updates): www.htr2.com 

  
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, it is available in the HTR Subscriber 

Zone around the 15
th
 of the month.  Monthly subscribers can view the current newsletter for no charge on-

line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  Past issues over a year old are available in our website 

archive library. 

 
Products and services from KM Software 

HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 

HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 

Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current Issue is included w/ monthly subscription for members. 

 Archives of Past Issues are available on the HTR2.com website. 

http://htr.horsedata.com/HTR_Protected/dnl/HTR2TourMaxvelRobot2Setup.exe
http://htr.horsedata.com/HTR_Protected/dnl/HTR2TourMaxvelRobot2Setup.exe
mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net
http://www.htr2.com/

